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3D CRS visual model for computer-assisted LPN
Target: 3D complete renal structures (CRS) segmentation on CTA image targets on segmenting the kidneys, tumors, renal arteries and veins, once successful, it 
will provide preoperative plans and intraoperative guidance for laparoscopic partial nephrectomy (LPN).

Clinical requirements Intraoperative guidanceCRS segmentation

Challenge: 1) Complex shapes of renal structures.; 2) Coarse-grained pattern and low contrast; 3) Large anatomical variation. 

Contribution: We propose the adversarial ensemble learning which equips the ensemble segmentation model with adversarial learning, and propose the 
EnMcGAN for 3D CRS segmentation which will play an important role in preoperative planning and intraoperative guidance of LPN.

Result 1: Our proposed framework has powerful visual superiority which will provide visual guidance for 
surgery. 

Results 4: With the amount of the fused 
learners increasing, the ensemble DSC will 
increase, and the structures have different 
sensitivity to the increasing of the learners.

Result 2: Evaluation on renal structures reveal powerful performance of our framework.

Result 3: The learners have segmentation superiorities (DSC) in different 
narrow-window images.

Ablation study: Our innovations cope with the challenges in CRS 
segmentation and improves the segmentation performance.

EnMcGAN is trained for  3D complete renal structures segmentation assisting the LPN

 Multi-windowing committee for 
representation of fine-grained pattern 
v ia  win dowing  in  mul t ip le  sub -
windows;

 Multi -condition GAN  for shape 
constrains via adversarial training;

 Adversarial weighting ensemble for 
personalized fine fusion via dynamic 
weights from trained discriminators.

Innovations:
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Experiments: Our EnMcGAN brings the fine-grained pattern and significant regions, embeds shape priori knowledge into segmentation model and bridge the 
representation preferences caused by large anatomical variations thus achieving the excellent 3D complete renal structures segmentation. 

CT image has a large gray range, but renal structures are in 
a narrow range. the segmentation network will be unable 
to perceive the fine-grained pattern in such a narrow 
distribution.

Renal  vessels have uncertain branch numbers and growth 
topology, and the location of the tumors and their damage 
to the kidneys are uncertain.  These anatomical variation 
makes it difficult to cover all variation.

The arteries have tree-like shape while the tumors 
have ball - like shape. The model has to represent 
their features simultaneously resulting in a difficult 
feature extraction process and limiting its 
generalization ability.
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